1. **Begin with frog base**

2. Fold down all four central flaps

3. Fold flap to the right in front and to the left behind

4. Fold one layer up

5. Precrease top two layers into thirds

6. Open sink in and out on top two layers

7. Like so, turn over

8. Precrease at about 1/3

9. Open sink about 1/4

10. Fold down and spread
10. Pinch the top layer and pleat. You will have to pull paper down. This is tricky.

11. Partially there. Continue to press until layer is flat. Collapse layers underneath.

12. Line so it will become the top of the head.

13. Fold in half. Rotate

14. Reverse fold

15. Reverse fold. Open head slightly

16. i. Sink lower jaw
   ii. Swing arms to front

17. Fold legs down

18. Wrap layer of tail around flap on top, and tuck under leg.
19. Forming the Arms

20. Reverse Fold

21. Swing Across

22. Fold Down

23. Swing Back Across, incorporating a Reverse Fold

24. Reverse Folds to Narrow Claws

25. Sink


27. Forming the Leg

28. Like so. Repeat for Right Pore Arm

29. Carefully Pull Out Some Paper

30. Reverse Fold
30 REVERSE FOLD

31 OPEN OUT
32 FOLD UP
33 RABBIT EAR FOLD

FINISHED FOOT.
REPLATE ON RIGHT FOOT.

34

i TUCK INSIDE
ii TUCK INSIDE
iii POSITION ARMS & LEGS

FINISHED ALLOSAURUS